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Abstract: 

Cloud computing is the emerging technology with the elasticity property under the utility 

computing in this where the users need not to buy the essential infrastructure and pay for            

only what they use. Task scheduling and load balancing has a important function of the 

whole system performance where the objective is to schedule the tasks proficiently and 

improve resource consumption. To schedule the workflow in such  manner, the work flow 

scheduler needs an estimation of the runtime of applications before the scheduling have 

started. In the proposed work to avoid the miss deadline due to the virtual machine failure 

and also to  reduce the impression of functioning variation of public Cloud resources in the 

time limit of workflows, we proposed a new algorithm, called Enhanced IaaS Cloud Partial 

Critical Path with Replication(EIPR) algorithm, which takes into consequence the behavior 

of Cloud resources during the scheduling process and also it uses an inactive time of 

provisioned resources to replicate tasks and execute workflow within the manageable cost 

while meeting user defined deadline constraint. Our experiment is evaluated using 

CloudSim toolkit with different sizes of various eminent scientific workflows.   

 Index Terms: Cloud Computing, Scientific Workflows, Soft Deadline, Task Replication. 
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1. Introduction: 

Due to the complexity of scientific processes, scientific workflows have become increasingly compute and data 

intensive. The workflows are taken from diverse application domains such as astronomy, biology, gravitational 

physics, bioinformatics and earthquake science. The on-demand, pay-as-you-go model creates a flexible and cost-

effective means to access compute resources. Because of these reasons, the scientific computing has shown 

increasing interest in exploring cloud computing. Scientific work flows are described as direct acyclic graphs 

(DAGs) whose nodes represent tasks and vertices represent dependencies among tasks. Because a single work flow 

can contain hundreds or thousands of tasks .This application benefit for large-scale infrastructures. As a result, 

resources for execution of the workflow can be provided on demand, and their number can be increased if there are 

sufficient budgets to support it. This cloud deployment model uses Infrastructure as a service – (IaaS) model for 

obtaining hardware resources such as virtual machines and deploy on their own applications. In this work we refer 

Cloud IaaS providers as cloud providers. This type of Cloud service providers will give a suitable platform to host 

deadline-constrained scientific workflows. In this work, specifically a soft deadline is chosen during the execution of 

scientific workflows because a soft deadline is a deadline when unmet it doesn’t cause any computation useless. In 

cloud computing the load balancing mechanisms have several issues during allocating the workload among multiple 

processors. Some of the issues are as follows 

• During execution of task processes may be migrating from one node to another will lead to critical the load 

balancing technique. 

• Load distribution battle to avoid the unshared state in processors which persist idle while tasks compete for 

service at some other processor. 

In this work Threshold based static load balancing technique is used in this threshold based load balancing technique 

the processes are assigned immediately upon creation to hosts. In this each processor can keep a private copy of the 

system’s load.  Initially the load of the processor can be any one of the following levels: 

• Under loaded, medium loaded, overloaded.  

Initially, all the processors are taken as to be under loaded. When the load state of a processor goes upper a load 

level limit, then it sends out the messages regarding the new load state to all remote processors and consistently 

updating the actual load state of the entire system. The Task scheduling process can be swept into three stages 

namely- Resource discovering and filtering, Resource selection, Task Submission. 

Resource discovering- 

Data center broker discovers the resources present in the network system and collects status information related 

them. 

Resource selection- 

Target resource is chosen based on specific parameters of task and resource. 

Task submission- 

The Task is submitted to resource selected. 
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The main advantage of the job scheduling algorithm is to achieve a high performance computing and the best system 

throughput. 

 

Fig1.Flow diagram for scheduling 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Execution of scientific workflows in the clouds either tries to minimize the workflow execution time ignoring 

deadlines, minimizing budgets or minimize cost while trying to meet the application deadline. Static scheduling of 

workflows in parallel systems is used in existing research. Their aim is usually to minimize the schedule length of 

the tasks. As regards in [3] an existent PBTS algorithm considers only one type of cloud resource, chosen prior, for 

its provisioning and scheduling decision. This algorithm brings about limited contingency strategies to correct 

delays induced by the undervaluation of tasks execution time or fluctuations in the delivered performance of leased 

public Cloud resources. The succeeding are the limitations of the existing system: 

• Fault Tolerance is not achieved due to the absence of task replication. 

• Due to static scheduling the resources will be allocated to the task at compile time and they cannot be 

modified during the runtime. 

 2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In [4], Replication is a well-know fault-tolerance method, and it has numerous replication strategies exist. In hard 

real-time systems, the occurrence of replication must be dealt with in scheduling algorithms, and more specifically 

in the feasibility tests in charge of testing either deadlines will be met or not. There are two types of faults they are 

permanent and transient faults that are the results of physical phenomena. In Task Replication, Tasks are made fault-

tolerant through the replication of Parts of their code. This is achieved offline thanks to a tool they have developed, 

which is named Hydra. Hydra takes the following fault-tolerance attributes given by the application designer as 

input parameters: a set of patterns and for each of them the transformation schemes to be used, and the 

corresponding replication level. The pattern is the granularity at which the fault tolerance mechanisms are applied. 

The main contribution of this work is that the way fault-tolerant tasks are integrated into scheduling algorithms 

depends neither on the type of replication strategy nor on its parameters. 
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In [5], Task replication consists of dispatching multiple replicas of a task and using the result from the first replica to 

finish. Replication schedulers are able to achieve good performance even in the absence of information on tasks and 

resources. Scheduling independent tasks on a distributed system does not seem to be especially challenging. Since 

tasks are independent, scheduling them reduces to bin-packing the tasks into the resources. The main contribution of 

this paper is a deep evaluation of replication in large-scale distributed systems, as well as the emergent behavior in 

which multiple replication schedulers work on the similar distributed system. Another vital contribution is the 

introduction of local referees as a way to assure good efficacy and hugely better efficiency for the case in which 

multiple replications schedulers compete for the same resources. 

 

In [6], Scheduling of workflow applications represented by weighted Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) on a set of 

heterogeneous processors is essential for effective high performance. In general the optimization problem was said 

to be NP Complete. A heterogeneous distributed computing system includes a diverse set of resources, mutually 

dependent with a high-speed network, by that supporting efficient executing of computationally intensive 

applications with different computing needs. The scheduling of workflow applications is highly critical to the 

performance of heterogeneous distributed computing systems. It deals with the allocation of individual tasks to 

suitable processors and assignment of the proper order of task execution on each resource. The objective of this 

paper is to minimize the overall completion time or makespan. A scheduling system usually consists of three parts: 

application, computing environment and scheduling goal.  

 

In [7], A goal in cloud computing is to allocate only those cloud resources that are truly needed. The main goal of 

the auto-scaling mechanism is to ensure that all jobs finish before their respective deadlines by using resources that 

cost the least sum of money.  They use deadline assignment techniques to calculate an optimized resource plan for 

each job and determine the number of instances using the Load Vector idea. It addresses job scheduling and resource 

scaling at the same time by considering both the job level and global-level cost-efficiency. The auto-scaling 

mechanism needs to balance two verdicts. The first verdict, which they consider as the “Scheduling Plan”, is to find 

out the preceding type for each running task at some time point (t). 

Schedulet = {→VMv} 

The second verdict, which they consider as the “Scaling Plan”, the auto-scaling mechanism needs to do, is to find 

out the number of precedents for each instance type VMv at some time point t. 

Scalingt = {VMv , Nv} 

Deadlines are associated with jobs not tasks.  If every task can be finished by its given away deadline, then the job 

will be executed within its deadline. 

 

In [8], Heterogeneous computers consists a set of processors linked by a high speed network where each system has 

different processing capabilities. The task scheduling problem will distribute resources (processors) to the tasks and 

to set up an order for the tasks to be completed with the resources. Task scheduling process can be done in two ways 
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they are static and dynamic. Static schemes define a schedule at compile or at discharge time based on the 

knowledge of the processors availability and tasks to execute. The aim is typically to minimize the schedule size of 

the tasks. Where Dynamic schemes, on the other hand, are applied when the tasks arrival time is not identified a 

priori and therefore the system needs to schedule tasks as they arrive. The scheduling algorithms used to the global 

DAG are placed on the list scheduling technique which consists of the following steps: a) determine the available 

tasks to schedule b) define a priority to them and c) until all tasks are scheduled, select the task with higher 

antecedence and consign it to the processor that permits the earliest start-time. For parallel tasks the completion step 

picks not one processor, but numerous processors that allow the earliest start-time. When scheduling DAGs, the 

parallel task scheduler, HPTS, achieved better performance and more regular behavior for different conditions, i.e. 

for non reservation policies, but also for the classical policy that reserves processors to the jobs. 

3.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

During the scheduling process to overcome the fault tolerance and to reduce the execution time of the workflows we 

propose an Enhanced IaaS cloud Partial Critical Path algorithm which uses an idle time of provisioned resources to 

replicate the task and execute the task within the manageable cost. In the proposed scheme we assume that the 

workflow application executes in a single Cloud data center. So that it gives more predictable execution and data 

transfer times are paramount for meeting application deadlines, keeping the workflow in a single data center 

eliminates one possible source of execution delay. It also eliminates the cost incurred by data transfer among data 

centers. They also avoid overheads incurred by the workflow management system. This is insofar they are strongly 

dependent on the particular technology for workflow management in use, varying from constant time to cyclical 

regarding the number of tasks managed. 

Step 1: Joined provisioned of Cloud resources and task scheduling 

Step 2: Data transfer-aware provisioning adjusts 

Step 3: Task replication 

 

i.Advantages 

•Fault tolerance is achieved by the task replication process. 

•Execution time and cost of the workflows will be reduced due to dynamic scheduling and task replication approach. 

 

5. SYSTEM MODEL AND DESCRIPTION 
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Fig.2. System Model 

ii . System Model Description 

 

First the user will give the input as the scientific workflows to the public cloud. Inside this public cloud, 

Infrastructure as a Service model is chosen for the scheduling process, because it provides computing and storage 

facility to the user based on the pay per use model. After completing the 

scheduling of scientific workflows, based on the resource utilization time period the cost will be collected from the 

user. The main aim of this proposed system is to reduce the execution time, for this idle time of provisioned 

resources are utilized by a task replication approach to enhance the execution speedup 

. 

iii. Proposed Techniques 

CLOUDSIM DETAILS: 

 The CloudSim layer gives support for modeling and simulation of cloud circumstances, along with dedicated 

management concerts for memory, storage, bandwidth and VMs. It also supplies hosts to VMs, application 

execution controlling and dynamic system state monitoring. A cloud service provider can execute personalized 

strategies at this layer to study the effectiveness of further policies in VM provisioning. The user code layer 

discloses the basic entities such as the number of machines, their specifications, etc, along with applications, Virtual 

machines, scheduling policies, and the number of users, application types. 
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PREPROCESSING:  

The main purpose of this module is to compute all the existing conditions like metric, threshold, time limit of each 

task in a workflow, etc. which are needed in the process of scheduling workflows. The PM agrees to take the data 

needed for the workflow of the user. It is necessary that each task should be finished before a deadline so that the 

workflow meets the deadline Di given by the user. So the deadline of the total workflow is dispensed into sub 

deadlines among the tasks in a critical path based on their size. Backtracking algorithm is used to discover the 

critical paths in a workflow. During the scheduling phase the threshold is used as one of the parameter to prioritize 

the tasks during replication. The threshold (Th) is approximated by discovering the average number of children for a 

task in a workflow. Tasks can be split into dependent tasks and independent tasks. Ready tasks are independent from 

all other tasks in the workflows. PM finds ready tasks in all workflows which are independent tasks whose 

predecessor tasks executed successfully or they are the start tasks of workflows i.e., root nodes of all DAGs and it 

transmits these tasks to the scheduler module by arranging them into a ready queue. 

 

REPLICATION BASED SCHEDULING:  

This module groups all tasks in the ready queue algorithm based on: 

•Instructions_time_ratio 

•Number of services 

Instructions_time_ratio is the ratio between the number of instructions in the task and the time limit of the task. The 

tasks with less instructions_time_ratio are scheduled first. If a task wants more number of services, it may hold up 

the tasks which require fewer services, thereby increasing the waiting time on these tasks. So a task with less service 

is scheduled first. After sorting the tasks in ready queue, it tests whether the task requires computation service or 

storage service. The adjustment is required because if the available services are able to execute only replicated tasks, 

then all other tasks may get delayed because of replication which may lead to miss deadline. This also helps in 

avoiding serialization. If the adjustment is required, then tasks in ready queue are checked against a deadline and 

readjusted based on earliest deadline first. This rearrangement may reduce the number of replications, but ensures 

meeting deadline without increasing the makespan. 

 

RESUBMISSION BASED EXECUTOR: 

 ResEM sends all mapped tasks to the respective data centers and also waits for the acceptance and reply from the 

data center. If the datacenter accepts the task, then ResEM sends the task to the data center by assigning a unique 

version identity to the task and then waits for the result till the timer expiry or till the result comes back. Once 

ResEM obtains the result, it tests of the accuracy of a task of checking the given version id and the obtained version 

id. If the completed task is correct, then it sends the signal to the node where the task was executed to update the 

datasets in data storage and also to stop all the other replicas. ResEM sends the result to preprocessor which masks 

the dependencies of all its child tasks. If the completed task does not meet the requirements or timer expired before 

getting the result, then ResEM waits for the result of other replicas. If all the replicas fail, then it resubmits the task 
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of calculating its parameters again and the task is scheduled on the same node with a new set of parameters. If the 

task fails again, then it is resubmitted till it reaches maximum failure factor. Failure factor is a variable and in this 

work it is assumed to be 75% of the maximum number of resubmission count. If the failure of the task had reached 

the failure factor, it is considered as a new task and re-scheduled on a different node. If the task fails and reaches the 

maximum resubmission count on the new node, then ResEM sends an error signal to preprocessor which displays a 

message to the user. 

 

DATA SCHEDULER 

 

Tasks may be replicated in different nodes so all those nodes may require accessing the same set of datasets. Hence 

the data sets are also replicated. The management of these data sets is done with the DS. The strategy followed here 

is to maintain two copies of datasets. They are primary copy and local copy. After getting the datasets from the data 

store to the node, the copy of datasets in node becomes a local copy. All the changes done by the node are modified 

locally. Once the signal comes from the ResEM, the updated datasets are sent to the data store and also DS cancel all 

the local copies in other nodes. DS maintains a table to keep track of all the replica information which helps in 

invalidating the datasets. 

 

6.RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A.Implementation with CloudSim 

This work uses CloudSim version 3.0 toolkit to simulate the cloud environment. It gives the suitable environment 

for simulating the task scheduling mechanisms on cloud. 

 

B.Experimental Setup 

The configuration of datacenter and Virtual Machines are created as shown in below. 

 

TABLE I. PROCESSING ELEMENT CONFIGURATION 

 

VM Instances 

 

Small Medium Large 

 No of PEs 

 

2 4 8 

Processing power(MIPS) 1000 2000 4000 

 

In the proposed work we will assume that the workflow application executes in a single Cloud data center. Keeping 

the workflow in a single cloud data center eliminates one possible source of execution delay and also it eliminates 

the cost incurred by data transfer among data centers. 
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7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

As shown in the table 8.1 the time taken to complete tasks after replicating the tasks is very less when 

compared with time taken to complete the tasks without replicating the tasks.

Table II COMPARISON OF TIME WITH AND WITHOUT
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Fig. 3 Comparison of processing time with and without replication

The above graph shows the performance of the processing time of task with replication is much better than 

tasks without replication. 
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No of VMs 

Time(seconds) 

Without Replication With Replication

569.57 175 

1134.191 404.31 

1600 382.49 

22088.33 4872.35 
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8. CONCLUSION 
 

Scientific workflows hand out a set of characteristics that bring them suitable for execution in Cloud infrastructures, 

which offer on-demand scalability that, permits resources to be increased and decreased to readjust to the demand of 

applications. To reduce the impression of performance variation of public Cloud resources in the deadlines of 

workflows, a proposed algorithm, called EIPR, which takes into consideration the behavior of Cloud resources 

during the scheduling process and also uses replication of tasks to increase the chance of meeting application 

deadlines. Experiments using well-known scientific workflow applications showed that the EIPR algorithm 

increases the possibility of deadlines being met and scale down the total 

execution time of workflows as the budget available for replication increases. 
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